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Abstract There are now thousands of estimates of phenotypic selection in natural populations, resulting in multiple synthetic reviews of these data. Here we consider several
major lessons and limitations emerging from these syntheses, and how they may guide
future studies of selection in the wild. First, we review past analyses of the patterns of
directional selection. We present new meta-analyses that confirm differences in the
direction and magnitude of selection for different types of traits and fitness components.
Second, we describe patterns of temporal and spatial variation in directional selection, and
their implications for cumulative selection and directional evolution. Meta-analyses suggest that sampling error contributes importantly to observed temporal variation in selection, and indicate that evidence for frequent temporal changes in the direction of selection
in natural populations is limited. Third, we review the apparent lack of evidence for
widespread stabilizing selection, and discuss biological and methodological explanations
for this pattern. Finally, we describe how sampling error, statistical biases, choice of traits,
fitness measures and selection metrics, environmental covariance and other factors may
limit the inferences we can draw from analyses of selection coefficients. Current
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standardized selection metrics based on simple parametric statistical models may be
inadequate for understanding patterns of non-linear selection and complex fitness surfaces.
We highlight three promising areas for expanding our understanding of selection in the
wild: (1) field studies of stabilizing selection, selection on physiological and behavioral
traits, and the ecological causes of selection; (2) new statistical models and methods that
connect phenotypic variation to population demography and selection; and (3) availability
of the underlying individual-level data sets from past and future selection studies, which
will allow comprehensive modeling of selection and fitness variation within and across
systems, rather than meta-analyses of standardized selection metrics.
Keywords
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Introduction
Natural and sexual selection are the primary mechanisms that cause adaptive evolution
within natural populations (Darwin 1859). Despite the centrality of selection to Darwin’s
theory of evolution, he never quantified selection in the wild. In the century following the
publication of The Origin of Species, selection was generally regarded as too weak to be
observed directly in natural populations (but see Bumpus (1899) and Weldon (1901) for
early exceptions).
Studies in the past four decades have shown that phenotypic selection—differences in
fitness (or its components) associated with phenotypic variation among individuals—in
natural populations can be stronger and more dynamic than Darwin and other early evolutionary biologists imagined. Following the development of standard methods for
detecting and quantifying selection, and a theoretical framework for selection and evolution of multiple phenotypic traits, the number of estimates of selection on quantitative traits
in natural populations has increased more than tenfold in the past 25 years (Lande 1979;
Lande and Arnold 1983; Endler 1986). Selection has now been detected in hundreds of
populations in nature, with thousands of estimates of the strength and form of selection on
numerous phenotypic traits (Kingsolver et al. 2001; Siepielski et al. 2009).
In the past decade, this research has produced several synthetic analyses that explore
patterns of selection in the wild. Here we summarize the general lessons and surprises that
have emerged from these analyses, and present new meta-analyses to evaluate the statistical support for these previous results. Second, we describe some of the important limitations of current methodologies and frameworks for quantifying selection, and how these
alter our interpretation of past analyses and syntheses of selection. Finally, we identify
promising directions for new field studies, modeling approaches, and syntheses that will be
essential for deepening our understanding of selection in the wild.

Lessons from past and new analyses
Metrics of phenotypic selection
The work of Lande, Arnold and Wade provided both a theoretical framework for selection
and evolution of multiple, quantitative traits, and simple methods for estimating selection
(Lande 1979; Lande and Arnold 1983; Arnold and Wade 1984). These methods focus on
linear and quadratic components of selection, using regression models to relate variation in
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(potentially correlated) traits to variation in relative fitness (or fitness components: see
below) among individuals in a population. The linear (s) and quadratic (g) selection differentials estimate the total selection on the trait via simple univariate regression, reflecting
both direct selection on the trait and indirect selection due to correlated (and measured)
traits. The linear (b) and quadratic (c) selection gradients estimate selection directly on the
trait of interest, controlling statistically (via partial regression coefficients from a multiple
regression) for indirect selection due to correlated traits. The linear coefficients quantify
directional selection on the trait, whereas the quadratic coefficients quantify the curvature
of the fitness function near the population mean trait value. These latter regressions also
allow a test of correlational selection (e.g., selection for or against trait combinations) by
considering the sign and magnitude of bivariate coefficients. To allow comparisons among
different types of traits and organisms, one can standardize selection gradients and differentials by the amount of variation in the trait (i.e., by the standard deviation) to obtain
standardized measures of selection (Arnold and Wade 1984; Lande and Arnold 1983).
Unless otherwise noted, for simplicity we use the terms selection gradients and selection
differentials to refer to these variance-standardized measures throughout the paper.
These standardized measures can be viewed as metrics of effect size, and have served as
the basis for multiple synthetic analyses of selection. These analyses have focused on
studies of selection that consider natural variation in quantitative phenotypes within
populations under natural field conditions. Of course, these criteria exclude many excellent
and informative studies that use phenotypic manipulations, experimental genetic lines, or
controlled environmental conditions. Recent reviews have tabulated more than 4,500
distinct estimates of phenotypic selection from more than 140 field studies that meet the
criteria listed above (Siepielski et al. 2009; Kingsolver and Diamond 2011). The open
availability of these datasets has also enabled a variety of additional analyses (Hereford
et al. 2004; Hersch and Phillips 2004; Morrissey and Hadfield 2012).
Patterns of directional selection
Reviews of phenotypic selection have documented several major patterns. First, there is
abundant evidence for directional selection on morphology and life history (Endler 1986;
Kingsolver et al. 2001; Hereford et al. 2004). The magnitude of directional selection (e.g.,
|b|) varies widely: |b| follows an exponential distribution, with a long tail of values
exceeding 0.5, and a median of *0.16 (but see next section). As a result, the magnitude of
directional selection is sufficient to produce rapid microevolutionary changes in many
populations (Grant and Grant 1989; Hendry and Kinnison 1999; Kingsolver and Pfennig
2007; Reznick and Ghalambor 2001).
Second, there are differences in the direction and magnitude of directional selection for
different types of phenotypic traits. For example, directional selection on size is significantly shifted towards positive values, whereas selection on phenology (seasonal timing) is
significantly shifted towards negative values. These qualitative patterns hold both within
and across studies, and for different taxa and fitness components. This suggests that there is
directional selection for increasing size and for earlier phenological timing in many study
systems (Kingsolver and Pfennig 2004; Kingsolver 2009). However, it is unclear how
much of this pattern is due to conditioning or environmental covariation: individuals in
better body condition or better microenvironments may be larger, reproduce sooner and
have greater reproductive success, inflating the magnitude of selection on size and timing
(see ‘‘Environmental covariance’’).
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Third, the magnitude of directional selection differs among fitness components. In
particular, median estimates of |b| and |s| are significantly larger for selection via fecundity
and mating success than for selection via survival. Again, this pattern appears to hold both
within and across different studies, and for different trait types. This suggests that viability
selection may typically be weaker than other components of selection in most natural
populations (Hoekstra et al. 2001; Siepielski et al. 2011). However, demographic analyses
of elasticities indicate that fitness (e.g., k, the asymptotic rate of increase) depends more
strongly on fecundity than on survival in field studies across a range of taxa and study
systems (Crone 2001), emphasizing the importance of demographic context in understanding selection (see ‘‘Future directions: what should we do now?’’).
Fourth, comparisons of linear selection gradients (b) and differentials (s) show that for
most traits, b and s values are similar, suggesting that indirect selection due to correlated
traits generally has modest effects on the total selection that traits experience. In contrast,
total selection (s) is typically smaller than direct selection (b) for studies of size, suggesting
that indirect selection on correlated traits may reduce the total selection on size in many
populations. We note that the criteria for choosing traits used by researchers may influence
this pattern. In particular, if researchers select traits to reduce the well-known problems of
inference and interpretation caused by strong correlations (Lande and Arnold 1983;
Mitchell-Olds and Shaw 1987), this will reduce the inferred importance of indirect
selection. Indeed, many researchers have used principal components analyses to produce
orthogonal axes of trait combinations and estimate selection based on the resulting PC
scores as a means of avoiding the difficulties associated with correlated traits.
Meta-analyses of selection
Formal meta-analyses of selection have previously been difficult to perform on available
datasets of phenotypic selection due to the limited number of studies which report standard
errors of selection coefficients, and the difficulty in accounting for potential autocorrelation
among estimates of selection based on spatial, temporal, and phylogenetic similarity
(Gurevitch and Hedges 1999). However, recent advances and statistical models have made
such analyses more feasible (e.g., Hadfield 2010), facilitating meta-analyses that explicitly
account for effects of sampling error on the magnitude and patterns of selection (Morrissey
and Hadfield 2012).
We have re-analyzed a dataset of estimates of phenotypic selection in natural populations (combined datasets from Kingsolver et al. 2001 and Siepielski et al. 2009; see
Kingsolver and Diamond 2011 for details) with a formal meta-analysis for both linear and
quadratic estimates of selection. We were restricted to using the subset of the full dataset
that included standard errors for the selection metrics (e.g., for b, n = 1396, or 49% of
available estimates; for c, n = 686, or 55%). We conducted random-effect meta-analyses
in a Bayesian modeling framework using the package MCMCglmm (Hadfield 2010) in R
(version 2.13.0; R Development Core Team 2011). This framework allowed us to account
for both the effects of sampling error and study- and species-level autocorrelation. We
were unable to incorporate phylogeny into the meta-analysis (e.g., see Hadfield and
Nakagawa 2010) because of the widely heterogeneous taxa in our dataset. To explicitly
address the influence of sampling error and autocorrelation, we compared models of
selection estimates that do and do not include these effects (see Supplemental Appendix for
model details).
We also considered models that included several moderator variables (see Kingsolver
and Diamond 2011): trait type (size, non-size morphology, phenology, or non-phenology
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life history); fitness component (survival, mating success, fecundity, or total fitness); and
taxonomic group (plant, invertebrate, or vertebrate). Preliminary analyses that included
year of publication (Simmons et al. 1999; Poulin 2000) as a continuous or categorical
moderator resulted in a poorer model fit, so year of publication was not included as a
moderator. We modeled variation in both linear selection (b and s) and quadratic (c and g)
estimates of selection, as well as in the magnitude of selection (e.g. |b| and |c|). The
magnitude (absolute value) of selection coefficients follows a folded normal distribution
(Hereford et al. 2004; Morrissey and Hadfield 2012). Our meta-analyses of the magnitude
of selection incorporate the folded normal distribution (see Supplemental Appendix), and
so unless indicated otherwise, subsequent textual references to, e.g., |b| indicate the
magnitude of b under the folded normal distribution.
In general, our formal meta-analyses revealed comparable results to previous visual and
non-parametric analyses of linear and quadratic selection estimates. Overall, estimates of
linear selection were marginally right-shifted, while overall estimates of quadratic selection were essentially centered about zero (Figs. 1a, 2; Tables S1-S2). Among trait types,
we found that directional selection (b) for body size was right-shifted (towards positive
values), while phenology was left-shifted (negative values); other morphological and life
history traits were closer to zero (Fig. 1b). Among fitness components, we found that the
magnitude of directional selection (|b|) via survival was relatively weak compared with
fecundity and mating success; total fitness also tended to be stronger than viability
selection, but was quite variable, likely owing to the comparatively few available estimates
via total fitness (Fig. 1c). Morrissey and Hadfield (2012) reported a similar result using a
smaller dataset. Little consistent variation among taxonomic groups was detected in the
magnitude of directional selection, though plants tended to experience stronger directional
selection compared with vertebrates and invertebrates (Fig. 1d; Table S1). These metaanalytic results generally confirm patterns reported in previous synthetic analyses (Kingsolver and Diamond 2011; Kingsolver et al. 2001; Kingsolver and Pfennig 2004; Siepielski
et al. 2009; Siepielski et al. 2011).
Finally, we found that failure to account for sampling error and study- and species-level
autocorrelation can greatly influence estimates of linear and quadratic selection, especially
for the magnitude of selection (|b| and |c|) (Fig. 2) (see Hereford et al. 2004).
Patterns of quadratic selection
The quadratic selection gradient c reflects the curvature of the fitness surface near the
population mean phenotype: negative values of c are necessary (but not sufficient) for
stabilizing selection, whereas positive values of c are necessary (but not sufficient) for
disruptive selection. If mean trait values in most populations are near local fitness peaks,
we would predict estimates of c to be strongly shifted towards negative values (Estes and
Arnold 2007).
There are clear demonstrations of stabilizing selection in some natural systems (e.g.,
Weis and Abrahamson 1986; Egan et al. 2011). However, the available evidence from
natural populations indicates that positive and negative values of c are equally common,
with an overall mean and median near zero (Kingsolver and Diamond 2011). This pattern
holds for different fitness components and for most trait types. One notable exception is for
body size, which shows a marked shift ([65% of reported c estimates) towards negative
values; implying the operation of stabilizing selection on body size. Joint estimates of b
and c for size-related traits are consistent with stabilizing selection on size in many
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Fig. 1 Summary of linear selection gradients (b), presented as posterior modes and 95% credible intervals;
estimates account for sampling error and study- and species-level autocorrelation. a Overall b and overall |b|
(magnitude), b b as a function of the trait type moderator, c b as a function of the fitness component
moderator, and d b as a function of the taxonomic group moderator. Overall and moderator-specific samples
sizes: overall b = 1,341; trait class: size = 176, other morphology = 566, phenology = 338, other life
history = 261; fitness component: survival = 764, mating success = 221, fecundity = 309, total fitness = 47; taxonomic group: plant = 190, invertebrate = 176, vertebrate = 975. There are substantial
differences in the posterior mode for b among different types of traits and in the posterior mode for |b|
among fitness components (see text). See Table S1 for actual values

populations. Reported estimates of c vary widely between -1 and 1 (with more than 80%
between -0.5 and 0.5), but standard errors on most estimates are quite large (see below).
In addition many published values underestimate the magnitude of |c| by a factor of two
(Stinchcombe et al. 2008). But for most traits in most studies, the available estimates
suggest that stabilizing selection is no more common than disruptive selection. Our formal
meta-analyses produced similar results to the previous synthetic analyses: the posterior
mode of estimates of quadratic selection was near zero (Fig. 2; Table S2).
As stabilizing selection is widely anticipated theoretically (Estes and Arnold 2007), but
underrepresented empirically, this begs the question of what we are missing, either in terms
of theory or empirically. One possibility is that there are considerable constraints on
adaptation. If populations are relatively far from their fitness optima, this could suggest
potentially important roles for tradeoffs among fitness components (e.g., mating success
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Fig. 2 Effects of performing formal meta-analyses versus descriptive statistics (using kernel density
estimation) on linear and quadratic selection gradients (b (n = 1,341) and c (n = 686), respectively).
‘‘Corrected’’ estimates are obtained from formal meta-analyses which account for study- and species-level
autocorrelation, and are presented as posterior modes with 95% credible intervals; note that corrected
estimates of the magnitude of selection are applied to the folded normal distribution. ‘‘Uncorrected’’
estimates are presented as modes of the kernel density estimate with 95% confidence intervals (obtained via
bootstrapping, n = 10,000). a Corrected and uncorrected values of b and |b|; and b Corrected and
uncorrected values of c and |c|. There are substantial differences among corrected and uncorrected values of
linear and quadratic selection gradients (see text). See Table S2 for actual values

may come at the cost of viability), indirect selection (correlations among traits may reduce
total selection), or temporal fluctuations in selection. However, except in a few cases (e.g.,
indirect selection on body size), these factors were found to impose few limitations on
directional selection (Kingsolver and Diamond 2011). In addition, small sample size and/or
the limited number of individuals with extreme phenotypic values in samples of natural
populations may make it difficult to detect stabilizing selection. Finally, a failure to
consider the influence of nonlinear correlational selection acting on pairs of traits can lead
to underestimation of the strength of nonlinear selection (though this can be addressed
through canonical analysis; see below, and Blows and Brooks 2003). In any case, further
evidence quantifying the frequency and strength of stabilizing selection in natural populations is greatly needed.
Selection dynamics in time and space
Natural selection has the potential to vary within populations through time and among
populations distributed in space. These two dynamics of selection (coupled with drift, gene
flow, and mutation, which may also vary temporally or spatially) have an important role in
shaping the evolutionary trajectories of populations. For example, temporal variation in
selection may limit divergence, whereas spatial variation in selection may facilitate
adaptive divergence. What do phenotypic selection analyses tell us about major patterns of
temporal and spatial variation of selection in the wild?
Siepielski et al. (2009, 2011) recently summarized estimates of temporal (annual)
variation in selection, compiling 5,519 estimates of b and c from 89 studies of selection
within populations that spanned two or more years. Their analyses suggested substantial
variation in the estimated magnitude of selection for both linear and non-linear forms of
selection, although much of the variation is due to sampling error (see below). Moreover,
the authors report that estimates of the mean and standard deviation of linear selection
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gradients were strongly correlated suggesting that there is greater temporal variation in
selection for traits that are under stronger average selection, but sampling error could also
contribute to this effect. Second, variation in the strength of linear selection also differed
among fitness components. Specifically, estimated linear selection through mating success
was both stronger (on average) and more variable in strength, compared with selection
through either survival or fecundity (Siepielski et al. 2011). Third, changes in the estimated
direction of selection were apparently frequent (Siepielski et al. 2009; Siepielski et al.
2011), suggesting the possibility of temporally fluctuating selection in some populations.
To explore the evolutionary implications of these patterns, Kingsolver and Diamond
(2011) computed how variation (including changes in sign) in selection affected the
cumulative selection differential over time. They found little indication that changes in the
direction of selection would affect the overall strength of selection that a trait experiences
for most populations (Morrissey and Hadfield 2012; see also Bell 2010).
As illustrated above (Figs. 1, 2), sampling error can contribute substantially to variation
in selection estimates, especially in studies with small sample sizes (e.g., Siepielski et al.
2009; Siepielski et al. 2011; Hersch and Phillips 2004; Kingsolver et al. 2001). How can
we distinguish real temporal variation in selection on a trait from sampling error? Siepielski et al. (2009) tackled this question using variance components analysis, and estimated
that the average fraction of total variation that can be attributed to sampling error varies
widely within and among studies (average fraction among linear and quadratic gradients
and differentials: 0.63–0.92). Morrissey and Hadfield (2012) recently analyzed a subset of
the Siepielski et al. (2009) dataset to address this same question, conducting meta-analyses
that incorporate sampling error to estimate both between-trait and within-trait (i.e., temporal) variance components for linear selection gradients. Their analyses suggest that
*90% of the temporal variation in directional selection estimates may be accounted for by
sampling error alone. Similarly, they concluded that many, perhaps most, apparent changes
in the direction of selection can be accounting for by sampling error (Morrissey and
Hadfield 2012; see also Siepielski et al. 2011).
Given these results, how important is temporal variation in directional selection? To
address this, Morrissey and Hadfield (2012) proposed a consistency or repeatability metric
for selection gradients, representing the proportion of total (between-trait plus within-trait)
variation explained by between-trait variation. Their estimated consistency values were
quite high, typically exceeding 85%. Because within-trait variance is a small component of
the total variance, they concluded that the magnitude and direction of selection is
‘remarkably constant over time’. However, this interpretation of consistency has several
potential limitations. First, as described above, there are important differences in the mean
magnitude and direction of selection for different trait types (e.g., Fig. 1). In addition,
differences in the direction of selection can arise depending on arbitrary trait definitions
(e.g., development time vs. development rate). Similarly, differences in selection for different species and study sites will contribute to the apparent between-trait variation. Each
of these factors will increase the estimated between-trait variation, and thus increase the
consistency index as defined by Morrissey and Hadfield (2012). The observation that
within-trait variation is relatively small compared to the sum of these other factors does not
necessarily imply that directional selection is remarkably constant. However, as Morrissey
and Hadfield’s (2012) analyses suggest, there is little empirical support for the importance
of fluctuating selection—temporal changes in the direction of selection—in most natural
populations (see also Kingsolver and Diamond 2011), despite clear demonstrations of
fluctuating selection in some systems (e.g., Darwin’s finches, Grant and Grant 2002).
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Spatial variation in environmental features is a ubiquitous feature of the landscape,
suggesting that selection should also vary spatially. Spatial variation in selection is key to
many evolutionary patterns and processes, including coevolution, geographic variation,
local adaptation, maintenance of genetic variation, and speciation (Thompson 2005). A
recent meta-analysis of reciprocal transplant experiments suggests that local adaptation of
geographic populations is widespread (Hereford 2009), but the traits underlying such
adaptation are typically unknown. In addition, there may be common features of the
environment that correlate with spatial variation in selection, including both abiotic and
biotic factors (Thompson 2005; Urban 2011).
We are currently in the process of assembling a database of all spatially replicated
studies (Gotanda, DiBattista, Carlson, and Siepielski, unpub. data). With this database, we
hope to address a number of outstanding questions concerning the spatial dynamics of
selection. For example, does selection often vary in direction, form, and strength among
populations? What is the magnitude of variation in selection among populations? How
does spatial variation in selection compare to temporal variation? Our preliminary results
suggest that variation in selection among populations is stronger than temporal variation in
selection within populations, which would accentuate population divergence. Quantifying
the spatial scales over which selection varies will be essential for understanding geographic
variation, local adaptation, and evolutionary responses to environmental changes in natural
populations.

Limitations
The thousands of standardized estimates summarized above provide a useful window into
patterns of selection in nature. But there are important limitations to the Lande and Arnold
(1983) methodological approach and how it has been applied in most selection studies,
which impacts our interpretations of these patterns. These limitations also suggest alternative approaches and practices that may improve our future understanding of selection.
We highlight four main issues: the choice of traits, fitness measurements, and selection
metrics; availability of key data and information; the effects of environmental covariance;
and characterizing non-linear components of selection.
Choice of traits, fitness, and selection metrics
Organisms are complex integrations of multiple traits. Yet most studies of selection
consider only a few (typically 1–4) traits. A key question for interpretation, common to all
regression analyses, is whether a measured trait is the actual target of selection, or whether
other correlated, but unmeasured, traits are the true targets of selection (Lande and Arnold
1983; Endler 1986; Mitchell-Olds and Shaw 1987). This problem is most acute for
interpreting selection gradients, which estimate direct selection on an individual trait after
statistically controlling for the effects of correlation of other measured traits. To address
this issue, researchers might consider measuring selection on suites of traits. However,
incorporating large numbers of traits into selection analyses will reduce statistical power
and increase the problems with colinearity among traits (Mitchell-Olds and Shaw 1987).
Principal components (PC) analyses and scores are often used to address this issue, but PCs
can suffer from problems of biological interpretation (Mitchell-Olds and Shaw 1987).
Subsampling of traits for studies that incorporate a larger number of traits could be useful
in exploring how the choice and number of traits influence estimates of selection gradients.
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In addition to logistical decisions regarding the number and types of traits to include in
analyses, researchers are also confronted with similar questions regarding fitness components. The underlying goal of studies of selection is to evaluate how variation in a particular phenotype affects fitness and yet the vast majority of selection estimates (*98%)
reflect individual fitness components rather than more integrated measures of total fitness
(Kingsolver et al. 2001; Siepielski et al. 2009). The majority of studies focus on selection
through either survival or mating success, often using just one fitness component (Siepielski et al. 2011), and many studies quantify selection during only one part of the life
cycle. Such studies implicitly assume that individual fitness components are correlated
with true fitness, an assumption that is rarely evaluated (McPeek 2010; Thompson et al.
2011). When they analyzed data from studies that quantified selection on the same trait
using more than one fitness component, Kingsolver and Diamond (2011) did not detect
tradeoffs in selection through different fitness components for most traits in most studies
(with the exception of body size), but clearly such tradeoffs are important in some systems
(e.g., Price and Grant 1984). Numerous authors have grappled with the problem of combining estimates of multiple bouts of selection through different fitness components (e.g.,
Arnold and Wade 1984; Wade and Kalisz 1990; Shaw et al. 2008; McGlothlin 2010). Most
recently, Shaw et al. (2008) introduced aster modeling, which allows one to combine
estimates of selection acting through different fitness components in a unifying statistical
framework to gain insight into overall fitness (see below).
While most studies have focused on fitness components rather than true fitness due to
the logistical challenges of tracking the reproductive success of large numbers of individuals across their life time, evolutionary biologists might benefit from considering a
demographic approach to this same question. Indeed, a more explicit understanding of the
feedback between selection, adaptive evolution, and population dynamics may also help
with lack of information on true fitness (Gomulkiewicz and Holt 1995; Saccheri and
Hanski 2006; Kokko and López-Sepulcre 2007). Elasticities provide a means to quantify
the relative contribution of a fitness component on k (the asymptotic rate of population
growth), as they indicate the proportional change in k from a proportional change in a
fitness component. Elasticities are ideal for relating demography and selection because
they are identical to selection differentials of vital rates when scaled to have a mean value
of zero and variance of one (van Tienderen 2000). Interestingly, although studies of
selection consistently show that selection through variation in fecundity is stronger than
selection through survival (Endler 1986; Kingsolver and Diamond 2011; Siepielski et al.
2011), studies of elasticities and population demography instead suggest that survival
makes a much more important contribution to population growth rates (Crone 2001).
Modeling approaches that explicitly link variation in traits, vital rates and elasticities, and k
will be important in resolving these issues (Shaw et al. 2008; Horvitz et al. 2010).
Finally, it is worth noting that the selection results summarized above (see Lessons) are
based on variance-standardized selection gradients and differentials, as proposed by Lande
and Arnold (1983). Hereford et al. (2004) suggested that traits should instead be standardized by the mean for the trait, as opposed to its standard deviation, which they argue
conflates selection and variation. One useful property of mean-standardization is that the
gradient for fitness itself is one, which provides a useful and intuitive benchmark for
comparing the strength of selection across studies. Using this standardization, Hereford
et al. (2004) concluded that the magnitude of directional selection was often quite strong,
with a median (bias-corrected) value of |b| = 0.28, and some values exceeding 1—i.e.,
stronger than fitness itself. The interpretation of mean-standardized estimates of b greater
than 1 is problematic, and by definition must result from methodological or statistical (e.g.,
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sampling error or covariance among parameter estimates) rather than biological factors
(Hereford et al. 2004). Mean-standardization is only useful for traits that have a ‘natural’
zero and non-negative values, so it cannot be used for phenological dates or times, PC
scores, or similar traits (Kingsolver and Diamond 2011). In addition, large values of meanstandardized b are consistently associated with small values of the coefficient of variation
(CV), the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of the trait (Kingsolver and Pfennig
2007). There is no obvious biological reason for very strong selection to be associated with
small CV values, suggesting that these large estimates of mean-standardized b are misleading (Kingsolver and Pfennig 2007). Despite these limitations, the merits and behaviors
of different standardizations is an important issue; unfortunately, the majority of selection
studies do not report mean trait values, even since the publication of Hereford et al.’s
(2004) study.
Data availability and statistical power
One of the greatest challenges to our understanding of selection in the wild is insufficient
access to data or related information. This limits our understanding and interpretation of
past results in several important ways. Publication bias, specifically what has been termed
the ‘file-drawer problem’, refers to the tendency for non-significant results to not be
published, especially for studies with smaller sample sizes, which can lead to overestimation of effects (Palmer 1999). Although statistical methods have been developed to both
detect and correct publication-bias (e.g., the trim-and-fill method of Duval and Tweedie
2000; and the calculation of fail-safe numbers for minimal sample sizes without publication bias effects in meta-analyses, Rosenberg 2005), there is considerable debate
regarding their utility (reviewed in Harrison 2011). Visual inspection of funnel plots for
selection estimates does suggest some publication bias, especially for quadratic selection
(Kingsolver and Diamond 2011; Kingsolver et al. 2001).
A related issue involves information on sampling error. The majority of published
studies which report estimates of selection do not provide standard errors of those estimates (Kingsolver and Diamond 2011; Kingsolver et al. 2001; Siepielski et al. 2009). Most
selection estimates are based on small sample sizes (i.e., less than 200), resulting in
substantial sampling error; and the recent meta-analyses by Morrissey and Hadfield (2012)
and presented here (Figs. 1, 2) show that sampling error contributes importantly to variation in selection estimates. The lack of this basic information prevents formal statistical
analyses for the majority of past studies of selection—a tremendous waste. Similarly, the
lack of data on mean trait values for most studies prevents alternative approaches to
standardization (Hereford et al. 2004).
Access to the individual-level data (i.e., data on trait values and fitness measures for
each individual) for each study could facilitate major advances in our understanding of
selection in natural populations. First, this would enable meta-analyses that account for
sampling error, and comparisons of different approaches to standardization. Second, this
would allow computation of the phenotypic variance–covariance matrix for each study.
Within-study covariances among traits could then be modeled directly in a meta-analytical
framework (Hadfield 2010; Hadfield et al. 2007). More fundamentally, this would allow
researchers to apply and compare different statistical methods and modeling frameworks to
the same datasets in a systematic way. This would be particularly valuable in exploring
selection and fitness in a demographic framework (see above), and in modeling non-linear
selection and fitness surfaces (see below).
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Environmental covariance
Variable environmental conditions pose a dilemma: variation in environmental conditions
is likely a key driver of selection in many cases (Carlson and Quinn 2007; Siepielski et al.
2009; Calsbeek and Cox 2010; MacColl 2011), yet environmental variation can make it
difficult to quantify selection and predict evolutionary responses to selection.
The key underlying assumption of studies of selection is that there is a causal relationship between fitness and phenotype, generating a non-zero covariance between fitness
and phenotype. However, when an environmental factor affects both the trait and fitness,
this can generate a covariance between the trait and fitness that only exists because of the
underlying environmental factor (see, e.g., Figure 1 in Mauricio and Mojonnier 1997). As
a result, measures of selection can be biased by the effects of environment, condition, and
nutrition (Price et al. 1988; Schluter et al. 1991; Rausher 1992; Stinchcombe et al. 2002;
Kruuk et al. 2003). Such biases would likewise result in unrealistic expectations for
directional evolution, even if the trait is heritable, because fitness differences are associated
only with the environmental component of the trait (Kruuk et al. 2003). The same problems
also arise when phenotypes are not randomly distributed across environmental conditions.
Analyses using predicted breeding values, as opposed to phenotypic values, suggest that
such biases may be quite common (Kruuk et al. 2003; Stinchcombe et al. 2002; Scheiner
et al. 2002). However, Hadfield and colleagues have recently illustrated how use of predicted breeding values for this purpose can introduce other statistical biases and problems
(Hadfield et al. 2010). An alternative approach is to estimate selection gradients directly
from the estimated variances and covariances (Hadfield 2010; Morrissey et al. 2010),
which will be a logistical challenge in many field systems (see ‘‘Future directions: what
should we do now?’’).
A related issue is the coupling of environment, selection and genetic variance, which
can limit or accentuate trait evolution (Merilä et al. 2001; Wilson et al. 2006; Husby et al.
2011). For instance, in the Soay sheep (Ovis aries), when environmental conditions are
particularly harsh, there is a strong selection on birth weight but little genetic variance in
this trait, whereas when conditions are favorable, selection is weak and there is ample
genetic variance. Environmental coupling such as this can limit the rate of evolution,
maintain genetic variation, and favor phenotypic stasis (Merilä et al. 2001; Wilson et al.
2006). By contrast, Husby et al. (2011) recently showed that the strength of selection and
expression of genetic variance in great tits (Parus major) are positively coupled with
environmental conditions (increased spring temperature), which should speed up adaptive
evolution.
Characterizing non-linear selection and fitness surfaces
Most studies quantify non-linear selection via quadratic OLS regression analysis to estimate the quadratic selection gradients (c). But interpreting quadratic estimates is challenging in several ways. First, in general the estimates of the linear and quadratic
coefficients are not statistically independent. Second, c estimates the mean curvature of the
fitness function near the population mean trait value; if the population mean is not near the
maximum (or minimum) in the fitness function, then the value of c will not accurately
reflect the shape of the fitness curve (Estes and Arnold 2007; Shaw et al. 2008). This
problem is exacerbated if the underlying fitness function is not strictly quadratic (see
below). As a result, both the magnitude and the sign of quadratic selection gradient
estimate can incorrectly characterize non-linear selection on a trait (e.g., Shaw et al. 2008).
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The measurement and interpretation of non-linear selection coefficients is even more
challenging when multiple traits are considered (Phillips and Arnold 1989). For example,
Blows and Brooks (2003) showed that the strength of nonlinear selection on sets of
multivariate traits has been regularly underestimated as a consequence of ignoring nonlinear correlational selection acting on pairs of traits. When correlational selection is
present, understanding nonlinear selection on that pair of traits requires identifying the
major axes of the quadratic response surface, which can be done through canonical analysis
(Phillips and Arnold 1989). This approach argues for considering nonlinear selection as a
whole, instead of separating univariate estimates of quadratic selection (stabilizing, disruptive) from bivariate (correlational) ones (Blows 2007). Such canonical analyses suggest
the strength of nonlinear selection is likely stronger than that indicated by univariate
estimates considered in isolation (Blows and Brooks 2003). However, it is often difficult to
give biological interpretation to the multivariate canonical axes, suggesting that there is a
tradeoff between reducing dimensionality at the cost of interpretability.
One of the major weaknesses of inferring selection from OLS regression is that it
assumes that the fitness function can be described by simple linear or quadratic mathematical functions. True fitness surfaces may be much more complex, with multiple peaks
and valleys. Schluter (1988) and Schluter and Nychka (1994) introduced general additive
models (GAM) (e.g., cubic splines, projection pursuit regression) as a method for estimating
the fitness landscape. These nonparametric approaches have greatly facilitated our ability to
visualize fitness landscapes, and often reveal more complexity than the results suggested by
OLS regression. Still, graphical depictions of the fitness surfaces are limited to two and
three-dimensional visualizations. When more than three traits are studied, correlations
between traits included and not included in the visualization may lead to erroneous conclusions about the shape of the fitness surface, although canonical analyses may be useful
for reducing dimensions (Phillips and Arnold 1989) (but see above). The flexibility of
spline-based GAM approaches is critical for visualizing complex fitness surfaces. However,
these methods do not produce parameter values that can be readily compared among and
within studies. A promising approach to this problem was recently outlined by Calsbeek
(2012). The method uses tensor decomposition in combination with projection pursuit
regression to evaluate statistically whether complex fitness surfaces vary over time or space.
Recently, aster modeling has been proposed as an alternative parametric approach to the
Lande-Arnold method (e.g., Shaw et al. 2008). In brief, this likelihood-based method
models components of fitness (which tend to fit standard probability distributions) to infer
the compound distribution of overall fitness (which does not tend to conform to a parametric distribution) through the use of the unconditional canonical parameterization. Using
simulated data sets to compare the inferred fitness landscape with the known one, Shaw
and Geyer (2010) demonstrate that aster modeling yields more accurate estimates of the
fitness landscape than the classic OLS method. This modeling framework holds considerable promise both for integrating different components of fitness and for characterizing
fitness surfaces and nonlinear selection. However, it is not clear how parameter estimates
from this approach could be used as metrics of effect size in meta-analyses of selection.

Future directions: what should we do now?
As we have summarized here, there is an abundance of field studies and synthetic analyses
of selection in natural populations, including several recent meta-analyses. But there are
also major gaps in our understanding of selection and its evolutionary consequences. Here
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we suggest some promising directions for what we should measure, analyze and report for
selection studies in the coming decade.
What should we measure?
Patterns of directional selection on size, morphology and phenology are now well-established.
In contrast, selection on other important types of traits, including physiology, behavior and
dispersal, are poorly represented. Similarly there are few studies of selection on natural
variation in phenotypic plasticity, despite widespread plasticity in ecologically relevant traits.
Our understanding of nonlinear selection remains rudimentary at best. Correlational
selection is key to the evolution of functional co-adaptation, but only a handful of studies have
documented such selection (Sinervo and Svensson 2002). The apparent lack of evidence for
widespread stabilizing selection is also a major challenge: careful, replicated studies of traits
and systems likely to be under stabilizing or opposing selection are sorely needed.
Another major area where we are lacking in our understanding of selection is in the
underlying causes of selection (Wade and Kalisz 1990). Only a handful of studies have
tested for the environmental correlates of selection (reviewed in MacColl 2011), including
such factors as precipitation (Carlson and Quinn 2007) and temperature (Husby et al.
2011). Even fewer have complemented studies of selection in the wild with key experimental manipulations of phenotypic distributions and putative causal agents of selection
(Wade and Kalisz 1990). Understanding the ecological basis of selection and adaptive
evolution remains a key challenge in evolutionary ecology (e.g., Wade and Kalisz 1990;
Calsbeek and Cox 2010; McPeek 2010; MacColl 2011).
The vast majority of selection estimates are based on measures of individual fitness
components that span a fraction of the generation time of the species studied. Snapshots of
selection can yield incorrect estimates of the true form of selection (Siepielski et al. 2009;
Bell 2010; Cornwallis and Uller 2010); and individual fitness components are often weakly
(even negatively) correlated with total fitness. Studies that consider more integrated
measures of lifetime fitness are needed to estimate the true magnitude of selection (Arnold
and Wade 1984; Wade and Kalisz 1990; Fairbairn and Preziosi 1996; Hunt et al. 2009;
Shaw and Geyer 2010), and to evaluate variation in selection within and between-generations (Hedrick 1973; Ellner and Hairston 1994; Sasaki and Ellner 1997; Bell 2010;
Punzalan et al. 2010).
How should we analyze data on selection?
Characterizing non-linear components of selection in nature remains a major challenge that
standard OLS methods typically cannot address. Canonical axis analysis (e.g., Phillips and
Arnold 1989; Blows and Brooks 2003) and spline-based approaches (Schluter 1988;
Schluter and Nychka 1994) are valuable tools for describing and visualizing fitness surfaces, but typically do not assess the statistical support for the key features of such surfaces
(e.g., location and curvature of ridges or peaks in the surface). Recent approaches such as
aster models (Shaw et al. 2008) and Tucker3 tensor decompositions (Calsbeek 2012) hold
promise for characterizing and comparing fitness surfaces.
In addition, integrating selection across fitness components through the lifecycle is
essential for quantifying the overall selection on traits, but few field selection studies to
date have done this (Crone 2001). Recent methods that characterize selection in the context
of demographic models (Shaw et al. 2008; Horvitz et al. 2010) suggest a way forward in
achieving a more integrated understanding of selection and fitness variation in nature.
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Finally, a major rationale for estimating selection gradients is to predict evolutionary
responses to selection, typically using the breeder’s equation or its multivariate equivalents
(Lande and Arnold 1983). However, recent analyses emphasize the important limitations of
applying the breeder’s equation to predicting evolution in natural populations, because of
the complex associations among phenotypes, genotypes and environments in natural settings (Kruuk et al. 2008; Hadfield et al. 2010; Morrissey et al. 2010). Morrissey et al.
(2010) propose an interesting framework for addressing these limitations using the Robertson-Price identity, whose assumptions are less restrictive than the breeder’s equation.
What should we report?
Meta-analyses require estimates of the standard errors associated with selection coefficients (Morrissey and Hadfield 2012; Siepielski et al. 2009; Kingsolver and Diamond
2011); alternative selection metrics require mean trait values (Hereford et al. 2004). But
despite earlier calls for such information (Hereford et al. 2004; Kingsolver et al. 2001),
many recent studies do not provide trait means or standard errors (Siepielski et al. 2009).
Future selection studies should be required to report these basic summary statistics as a
condition of publication. In addition, estimates of phenotypic variances and fitness variance alone (i.e., opportunity for selection, Crow 1958; Arnold and Wade 1984) would be
valuable for evaluating temporal and spatial variation in the underlying fitness surfaces, as
distinct from changes only in the covariance between phenotypic and fitness variation.
More broadly, we believe our general understanding of patterns of selection is most
limited by lack of access to individual-level data (i.e., data on trait values and fitness measures for each individual) of most studies. Consider this: a typical selection study involves
hundreds to thousands of person-hours of research time over multiple years. Based on our
current datasets of selection gradients and differentials, a typical study contributes only *30
datapoints (estimates) to our understanding of the generalities of selection (as distinct from
knowledge of selection in specific systems). This seems an extremely inefficient use of
research time (and funding) towards a general understanding of selection. Access to the
individual-level data for each study would enable more sophisticated meta-analyses and
alternative approaches to selection standardization and integration of fitness metrics. More
fundamentally, it would allow researchers to apply and compare different statistical methods
and modeling frameworks to the same datasets in a systematic way, to explore non-linear
selection, fitness surfaces, the demographic context of selection, and other important issues
(including issues not currently on our radar). Access to 50–100 individual-level datasets in
publicly available repositories (e.g., Dryad: http://datadryad.org/) by 2020 could facilitate
major advances in quantifying the broader patterns of selection in the wild during the coming
decade. Recycle your hard-won, slightly used, still precious data today!
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